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0. Inrrduction and terminotogy 
The graphs of this paper are finite graphs without loops but possibly 
with multiple edges. a mtr&@k edge being a set of edges joining the same - 
pair of vertices, and a &rrAIe e&e a multipk edge oonsisting of two 
edges. A dtnpk graph is a graph without multiple edges. 
Let I” be a’ graph, Then the set of vertices of i‘ and the set of edges of 
I? me denoted by WI”) aad e(l’?, respectively. The number of edges 
incident with a vertex of I’ is called the WZ~WCJJ of that vertex. r is 
alfed rqplar af wlewy II if each ver+ex of I’ has valency U. If e E C Cr)( 
then F-e is the graph obtained from r‘ by deleting the edge e, and if 
.x E V (K’), then r - x is the graph obtained from r by removing s and 
deIet_jng all edges incident with ,.y .
If the edges of r can be coloured with k colours such that any two 
edges incident with the same vertex have different cotours, we say that 
CSfl’) has a kolowlng. The chromatic index q(r) of I’ is the least num- 
ber af colours required in a colouring of cm 
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or a multiple edge having three edges, respectively. So there are only the 
two valcncy-possibilities 2 and 3 and the only multiple edge which can 
oercux is the double edge. By (iii), the set of vertices of valeney 2 in I’ is 
indepmdent (Lie,, fso twla vertiws of the set are joined by an edge). 
As a ~urthe-r result on the valencies of 4-crit.ical graphs we have the 
following: 
SrtM. The vakncy of x must be 3 because the set of vertices of valency 
‘2 is indelpendent. Suppose now that x is joined to at least two different 
vartices of valency 2 in I’; we prove the theorem by reductio ad absur- 
Qum. Let the two vertices of valency 2 to which x is joined be denoted 
by _Y and 2, The third vertex to which x is joined must be different from 
JJ and Z, because no vertex of valeney 2 is incident with a double edge; 
let ial& vertex be denoted by W. Let e be the edge joining-r and y in I’. 
C II” - d calo b 3safoured because T” is critical. In every 30colouring of 
E (I’ - Q) the edges adjacent o e must have all three colours, because 
otherwise the 3-@olauring could be extended to e (I’). Let us consider 
an atbitrar); kolouring of cZ(I’ - e) where the edge different from e in- 
&dent with y has the colour q , the edge e’ joining x and 2: the cofour 
~3 s md the eidge rr joining x and IV the colour ~3. Let for i = 2 or 3, Ii 
bf the maximal alternating Ccl , q)_chnin in r - P starting with the vertex 
p:, ICZ, d,oe)s not contain z or Z3 does not contain W, we interchangers 
- I and q rn si and use the cofoiif cJ for 61, thus obtaining a 3-colouring of 
& (r). If E, does contain z and Z, does clsntain w, we may reason like 
this: The edge different from 2’ and incident with z must have the ool- 
our Ct. Let f? be the maximal alternating {cl, c3 l-chain in I’ - e starting 
-with the vertex s. if 2‘ contsinsy, wie interchange cl and q in Z’ and 
use the colour c1 for g, thus obtaining a kolouring of & (I”). If Z’ does 
not contain $I, we interchange again cl and c3 in E’ and changes the CC+ 
our of e’ to cl ; this is possible because Z3 is an alternating (cl, c3 l-chain 
of F - e johhg y and x and thus has nothing in common with X’, where- 
fore the colrour of e” is not affected. By using the colour ~2 for e, we 
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ProMem 1.4. Are t&e other graphs with Qt vetticlcs of vdency 2 than 
the ozw al Fig. I? DOE.G thete exist an infinite C&S of such graphs? 
Vizing canjcctures 161 thet a simple, k-critical graph with tz vertke~ 
has ai kast. f f(k -2)n+3) ~gts. Fork = 4, this betcomes rr+ 9 which is 
less tbn t n, so the conjecture is &up: fc I k = 4. 
I: have not been able ta answer fk corresponding question for even 
mtMx+s. As 1 know na ctitical graphllc(with any ckromstic index) having 
an evea slum&r of verxkti, D om inzlked to conjccturc that at lcast for 
chromstiic index 4 they do not exist The la3t sction of this paper per- 
haps giws wmc evidence for that. (lr 121 the same conj&ure is ex- 
prezsed for gr@a ctitical with respe& to &%ti0n of vertke& irr tict 
the two conjectu:res a= equivalent. B 
There is* IM.WWX the following p~tial. n.?lt about this conjcctu=. 
@P&. As the ru~mbesp of vertices of r&ency 3 is even, any 4-critical graph 
with p~~~iseiy IWO vertices of va#enw 2. must have an even number of 
vertkes_ Suppa+se r is a krifkal graph with precisely two vertices of va 
kncy 2, say x andI )‘_ We prove the the#>rem by recludio ad absurdum. 
Id the two veatices to whkh x is joined be denoted by s ;bnd IV; they 
aze difkren~ bec~se f has no cut-verbex, and they are both different 
from p by (ii& e(r - x) can be 3-colouredt .because r is critical. In any 
3-colouring of e (r - x) the same two colours must bc us& for colouring 
tkz odrrecp of G-x in&lent witi. a& W, begawe other&se tk ~-WI- 
o@k@ &idd, #k &tided da. C(i”). ‘Let us consider a 3+zoloufing of 
CW - x) using the three colours et, ej and c3, where et a& c2 are used 
for coiauting the edges of I’- x incident with z and w. Then c3 must be 
used for cola~wing one of the edges incident withUp, because if no?, then cl 
and c2 are used for the two edges incident withy, and then the subgraph of 
l‘-x conskting of all edges having the colours cl and ci2 and their md- 
vcrticcs is trqgkit of vafency II! and contains afi vertices of P--M: this strb- 
g-mph is, however, the disjoint union of even circuits, contrary to ‘the 
fact :that he number of v’olrrtices of LX is odd. Let now the cclour no: 
u.wd for any edge incident withy be q and consider the maximal ;tlter- 
Rating (q I c3, j+hain Z which starts at the vertex y. Z must end at one 
of the vertices z ijnd w since ~wy v~tcx of P--X different from y. z, w 
is incident with an edge of calour c1 and an edge of colour q. Inter- _ 
changing the colours cl and c3 in Z gives a 3-colouring ofC (I‘ - .Y) 
whkh nrp;zy be exknded to a kolouring of e (r) and we have arrived 
r?i II xmtmdiction. This proves the thck>rcm. 
2.4-critics1~ graphs with a small number of vertices 
In this section WC ahall be concerned with determining the -&critical 
graph% with1 up to 10 vortices. 
At first WC consider tkc 4-critkat graphs with an even number S JO 
af vertic:es. As the number of vertices of valcncy 3 ir; evc”n. the number 
of vertices of vakncy 2 is also even ;and by Theorem 1.6 it is greater 
than 2. Hmx by Theorem 1.3, fn > 4, i.e., TV 2 i 2. Consequently, tke 
NC no kritieal graphs with an ewn nu~2ber 5 t 0 of wtica. 
h the: rest sf this section we consider $-critical graphs with an odd 
number 59 of vertices. 
1 t was proved in [ 4 1 that 
(iv) A k-critical graph is separated by two independent edges if and 
on13 if it can be obtained from two smaller k-critical graphs using Hajiis’ 
constnrctiG)n, where a vertex of valency 2 in one of the graphs is identi- . 
fitsi with a vertex in the other. 
Let A denote the 4&tical graph (2.2) of Fig. 2. By applying (iv) and 
iii) it is now easy to see that we have the following: 
By applying (iv) and (ii) and ?‘iwmtm I. 1 it is also easy to see that 
we have tf%e fo,l’iowing: 
The number of vertices of valcncy 2 is necessarily odd. If there is 
more, tharf 4m ~vwtex of wa@flcy 2, Ckm by Theorem 1.3, fH 2 3, Le., 
~l.2 Sr..Strpp~ I’ is a sim_ok 4kritic&I graph ,with 9 vertices without a 
v&te% of vakncy 2 contained! in a itingie and with morn than one ver- 
te% of vakncy 2. AS the number of w&ices of vakney 2 is at most ! l 9 
by Theoran 1.3, r must have exact& three vertices of vakncy 2; let 
these thrti v!~&s be denoted by x t, x2, x3. &ch xi9 i = 1,2,3, is joined 
to TWO VWE~XS of vale&y 3, llet thm VW&S k cieaated by xi I. Xizq 
i= f,2,3.+ andxgz.,i= i ,I! *3., are not joined by an edge, because r 
does aoit Enve vertices of vakt~y 2 contained in a triangle. Furthermore, 
by Theorem IJ+.qI, .Q~. xz8, x5* x3t. .vB2 are all different vertices, hence 
the vertkgs & P are exactly these six vertices together with xi.xz, xi. 
Ngg$ c” *‘fQ, __ * z Y x3% reguM of vakney 2. r’ is either the dis- 
joint- utioin OF two t,Gangles or it is a circuit with 6 vertices. In the first 
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In arder tcr find all timple 4-critical gmphs with at most 10 vertices 
we need to find those: with a vertex of v3lenry 2 contained in a triangle. 
By Lemma 2.2, we have, if rhe number of vertices is rr, the following: 
For n = 5 there 3~ none, for n = 7 we obtain exactly one, namely S4.% 
and for n = 9 we obtain cxactty four grqhs, namciy (4. f 8b, (4.191, 
(4.2 1) and (4.26). 
V#e;~~w::-,to include those graphs V&&I IWC floubtc! edges. By Lemma 
. 
’ ZJ;, ,i+is &jrr~a$md the e@tis.log~oF~~e~dy found Bcriticsal graphs ts a 
,, cz@* 6f alI 4&it%~l graphs with jut most 10 vertices udng &j&s’ 
constnrctior~ as desctibed. ln this way me obtains the graph (4.1) with 
3 vqtices, the gmphs 14.3) and (4.4’11 vrith 5 vertices, and (4.0 j-4 4.16) 
with 7 vertkes, c)nc obtaim 4S &f?mmt graphs having double edges 
with 9 vcrtkcs, brt the list of thme RFsqhs i  not irrcluded in Fig. 4;with 
a llttk patience it may easily be am.~tructcd by the reader. 
In Fig. 4 t’le grziphsf m orde;czd iv5 L ~:ti~ng to i 1) the number of ver- 
OiceS, (23 the WmbW o(doub;P edi%%* (3, thr: number of triangles (in 
reverse order) canttined in them. Wh this ordering in mind it is easy 
to check t&M 44 the graphs listed a~ in fact different. Thus Fig. 4 ex- 
hibfb a# 4cM~al graphs with at mt 8 vertices and all simple &xiticaf 
gmp)r?i With at most X0 vertices, 
